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ABSTRACT
The literature on laboratory objectives in engineering education research
is scattered and inconsistent. Systematic literature reviews identified the
need for better understanding. This paper ranks the laboratory learning
objectives across the cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains to
improve scaffolding. It provides an opportunity for reflection, a pathway
to confirm assessment alignment, and opens future research areas. To
accomplish this, the Laboratory Learning Objectives Measurement
(LLOM) instrument is used to survey 160 academics from around the
world representing 18 engineering disciplines. The results suggest that
the collective ranking order does represent a framework that can be
used broadly. However, for greater alignment with consensus thinking,
discipline rankings should be used. The cognitive domain was deemed
the most important. These results provide the community’s opinion and
may not necessarily be best practice, providing an opportunity for
reflection.
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1. Introduction

Laboratory learning is defined as any form of learning that takes place in any space (e.g. physical or
virtual) where students can observe, practice and experiment (Ka Yuk Chan 2012). Systematic
review after systematic review, studies state the importance of laboratory learning to disciplines
such as engineering (Nikolic, Ros, et al. 2021; Reeves and Crippen 2021) and science (Brinson
2015; Faulconer and Gruss 2018). However, such reviews raise the issue that some learning objec-
tives or outcomes in the papers they synthesise are considered implicitly (not-assessed directly)
and/or not holistic (does not consider all learning being undertaken). Moreover, many research
studies concentrate more on understanding the benefits of the innovation of their work (e.g.
finding the benefits of a new tool, experiment or approach) than a solid, holistic exploration of
learning. This presents an opportunity for researchers to address this gap by working together to
understand laboratory learning better.
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Pioneering such an academic collaboration was an effort to define the engineering laboratory
objectives via a colloquy in 2002 (Feisel and Rosa 2005). At this colloquy, thirteen laboratory objec-
tives were defined, providing a platform of learning opportunities for academics to implement and
to compare against when developing innovations or comparing laboratory modes. The guiding prin-
ciple for that work is that if you don’t know where to go, you won’t know which road to take, and you
won’t know if you have arrived. In the following 20 years, researchers have built upon such initiatives
and moved towards studies that try and measure laboratory learning in some way (Nikolic, Ros, et al.
2021). Discussion of the 13 laboratory objectives in engineering laboratory literature is common-
place with reference to approximately 2000 citations, such as those discussed in papers (Garcia-
Loro et al. 2021; Lal et al. 2017; Stefanovic et al. 2015). Developing a greater appreciation of labora-
tory assessment is very important because teaching, learning and assessment are inextricably linked,
and assessment is the most significant motivator of learning (Hargreaves 1997).

While a greater discussion has occurred within laboratory education research, explicitly defining
objectives associated with a particular research study remains scattered, and assessment analysis
remains concentrated within highly-ranked engineering education journals (Nikolic, Ros, et al.
2021). Prominent leaders have reiterated that more needs to be done to understand laboratory
assessment (Loui 2016). As outlined above, laboratory objectives and laboratory assessment are inex-
tricably linked. Therefore, to develop a deep understanding of laboratory assessments, one must first
understand the objectives that need to be assessed.

An extension of the thirteen laboratory learning objectives is the Laboratory Learning Objectives
Measurement (LLOM) instrument (Nikolic, Suesse, et al. 2021), used to gain a more holistic view of
learning in the engineering laboratory. The instrument is designed so that the context of any engin-
eering laboratory setting can be applied (by changing keywords in the template) for measurement
purposes. All skills listed are not expected to be achieved in any one laboratory setting. The LLOM
instrument blends the thirteen laboratory learning objectives with the three learning domains
associated with Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001), creating a holistic template that measures
learning in an engineering laboratory. Bloom’s Taxonomy considers that learning occurs and can be
scaffolded across three interconnecting domains – the cognitive, psychomotor and affective. Further
insights into Bloom’s Taxonomy are discussed in Section II. It is important to note that while a sep-
aration exists, learning domains cannot be isolated from each other because almost all learning
activities involve more than one domain (Bott 1996; Salim et al. 2013).

The blended approach used in LLOM is helpful because, in a traditional (hands-on) engineering
laboratory, students must undertake activities like applying, analysing and evaluating information
(cognitive); imitate, manipulate and articulate with their hands (psychomotor); and attend,
respond and value with their presence (affective). Studies attempting to understand holistic learning
in their laboratory innovation, such as (Elawady and Tolba 2009; Lindsay and Good 2005), try to apply
or at least consider the multi-domain implications. However, as outlined in Nikolic, Ros et al. (2021),
the objectives applied experimentally may not be consistent, leading to difficulties in comparing the
outcomes from study to study. Details of the LLOM instrument will be discussed further in the fol-
lowing section.

Further reasoning why a holistic instrument is needed is because research suggests that different
laboratory access modes (traditional, virtual, remote etc.) have different learning strengths and
weaknesses, such as those outlined in Elawady and Tolba (2009) and Lindsay and Good (2005). A
better understanding of learning can allow the best pedagogy to be applied, e.g. the best laboratory
mode (May et al. 2023). It has also been shown that non-traditional access modes have equal or
better cognitive learning outcomes than traditional formats (Balakrishnan and Woods 2013; May
2021; Steger et al. 2020). However, when considering assessment-backed findings, almost all
related research is concentrated only on cognitive objectives (Nikolic, Ros, et al. 2021). In contrast,
student perception of learning indicates that it occurs across all three domains (Nikolic, Suesse,
et al. 2021), suggesting the academic community is missing or underestimating all learning being
attained. This shows a significant research gap across psychomotor and affective laboratory learning
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and is thus part of the warrant for this study. The first step in exploring such a limitation is under-
standing and reflecting on what learning is important. This importance is further compounded by
the rapid transition to different learning modes caused by COVID-19 and the need for the academic
community to understand the full impact of such changes (Behera et al. 2023). More recently, the
capabilities of ChatGPT have been shown to impact assessment integrity related to written labora-
tory work, highlighting a further need to reflect on the objectives assessed (Nikolic et al. 2023). The
same study also suggests that laboratory learning can become even more important in an artificially
intelligent world.

Therefore, this study aims to advance engineering education research by answering the overarch-
ing research question, what are the most important engineering laboratory learning objectives across
the cognitive, psychomotor and affective learning domains? By exploring this question, the academic
engineering education community will gain insights as to which objectives are deemed most impor-
tant; they will be able to reflect and determine if the rankings are justified; and will be able to reflect if
the assigned assessments are assessing skills in important areas. This should provide a pathway for
more targeted research regarding understanding laboratory learning. This paper scaffolds upon two
previous studies. The first study explored if laboratory rankings would differ across continents
(Nikolic et al. 2022a). The analysis showed that across the cognitive and psychomotor domains,
the rankings across locations were very uniform, with the minor differences occurring across the
affective domain. The second study (Nikolic et al. 2022b) scaffolded upon the first by exploring rank-
ings within one of the studied countries. The analysis suggested that the engineering discipline
could influence ranking order. Therefore, this study will build upon the scaffold by answering the
research question is the ranking of importance different across disciplines? The answer to this question
will provide a common framework for developing a better, holistic understanding of laboratory
learning and a pathway to connect laboratory activity to more targeted assessment.

2. The LLOM instrument

While details of the LLOM instrument (Nikolic, Suesse, et al. 2021) can be found in other papers, it is
important to cover some of the basics to understand the ranking order and the implications of the
findings. The LLOM instrument aims to help academics holistically reflect on the learning being under-
taken in their engineering laboratory classes, especially those seeking to publish in engineering edu-
cation literature. As was found in a systematic literature review (Nikolic, Ros, et al. 2021), engineering
laboratory studies focusmainly on the perceived strengths of the reported innovation/implementation
and miss the opportunity to explore and report on learning at a holistic level. This has resulted in
knowledge being developed that provides assessment-backed insights on only a small subset of
cognitive skills. Psychomotor and affective skills, if measured, are most likely measured via student per-
ception only. The LLOM instrument offers a platform for a wide variety of research, especially a list of
scaffolded studies by the authors, that will enable a better understanding of the types of learning
occurring in the laboratory across different experiments and modes of delivery.

As the introduction mentions, the LLOM instrument blends the 13 objectives listed in Feisel and
Rosa (2005) with the revised version of Bloom’s Taxonomy outlined in Anderson, et al. (2001). The
original version was published in 1956 and was revised in 2001 to support the systematic rationale
of its construction. The premise behind the taxonomy is its aid in selecting, organising, or evaluating
almost any set of instructional activities. Key to the decision to synthesise the 13 objectives with
Bloom’s Taxonomy is its philosophical leaning towards skills over content. The taxonomy has
been heavily critiqued (Morshead 1965), resulting in variations of names of skills, hierarchy, structure
and new classifications (Simpson 1972). It would be expected that the LLOM instrument would also
be critiqued and enhanced over time.

The 13 objectives are correlated to items across the cognitive, psychomotor and affective
domains as defined by the taxonomy. The objectives were classified by Feisel and Rosa (2005)
into three domains, which the LLOM instrument has worked with, expanded and further refined.
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The objectives regarding instrumentation, models, experiment, data analysis and design were all
classified in the cognitive domain. The psychomotor (manipulation) and sensory awareness objec-
tives were classified in the psychomotor domain. The learning from failure, creativity, safety, com-
munication, teamwork and ethics objectives were classified as affective. They, too, recognised
that almost all learning activities involve more than one domain (Bott 1996; Feisel and Rosa 2005;
Salim et al. 2013). A visual representation of this blending and cross-over can be seen in Figure 1.
Possible alignment of items in learning domains beyond Bloom’s Taxonomy is out of scope and
not considered.

The learning domains within Bloom’s Taxonomy are ranked from the highest order (represented
by 1 below) to the lowest order. The higher-order skills are generally considered to be built upon
mastering the lower-level skills, providing a scaffolded process to facilitate learning. It is important
to note that alternatives to the hierarchy structure have been suggested (Atkinson 2013), resulting in
a less formal mastery structure. Figure 1 represents the three domains, the defining skills (highest to
lowest) and related verbs (Anderson et al. 2001; Atkinson 2013). Ideally, we try and facilitate students
to reach the highest order.

Defining Skills and Related Verbs in the Three Domains:
Cognitive:

1. Creating – design, propose, modify, develop.
2. Evaluating – assess, review, judge, appraise.

Figure 1. LLOM – Blending Laboratory Objectives (Red) with Defining Skills from the Blooms Taxonomy (Black).
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3. Analysing – compare, test, measure, contrast, infer, plot.
4. Applying – execute, solve, prepare, show.
5. Understanding – explain, summarise, interpret, report.
6. Remembering – identify, describe, list.

Psychomotor:

1. Embody – design, self-manage, project-manage.
2. Articulate – construct, combine, solve, develop.
3. Perfect – demonstrate, complete, be precise, control.
4. Manipulate – build, perform, execute, manipulate.
5. Imitate – follow, repeat, copy, identify, match.

Affective:

1. Characterising – break down situations and respond accordingly based on values, code of per-
sonal behaviour.

2. Organising – can compare and contrast values & choices.
3. Valuing – motivated to invest.
4. Responding – willingly participating, ready to respond.
5. Receiving/Attending – gives attention by choice, open to the experience.

The skills listed are meshed with the 13 laboratory objectives (Feisel and Rosa 2005) and have
been written in a format allowing universal application across different engineering courses and dis-
ciplines. Course refers to the collective components of a subject, such as lectures, tutorials, labora-
tories, workshops etc. Discipline refers to the branch of engineering studies, such as electrical or civil
engineering. The instrument can be used through this format on older, current or new laboratory
experimental implementations. It translates the objectives from the work of Feisel and Rosa
(2005) into actionable items that can be measured within a particular laboratory context (the
context of the course or experimental purpose). This allows for a more holistic understanding of
the learning taking place that also provides a structure that can be used to better understand the
learning value of laboratory innovations/implementations or to compare across laboratory modes
and/or disciplines.

Keywords within the text of an objective have been written in italics that allow modification
to match the required context or discipline. This context-based modification is the usefulness
of the instrument. Any related word can be used; not just the sample words given for context.
For example; objective P1 written as ‘Correctly conduct an experiment on [course equipment/
software name – e.g.; power systems]?’ could be modified to be ‘Correctly conduct an exper-
iment on control systems’ or ‘Correctly conduct an experiment on hydraulics’. As a further
example; new innovative laboratory environments; such as a Makerspace or FabLab (Soomro,
Casakin, and Georgiev 2022); can be adjusted to be used with the instrument. For example;
some of the objectives could be modified to become P1 ‘Correctly conduct an experiment
on 3D Printing’; P2S ‘Select appropriate commands and navigate interface to develop a 3D
model for printing’ and A6 ‘Learn from failure when 3D printed output is not as expected’.
Successful use of the instrument is for the course coordinator or researcher to consider all
items in the instrument; regardless of whether they are purposely planned within the designed
experimentation.

The objectives listed in Nikolic, Suesse, et al. (2021) and the relevant learning domain level listed
above are outlined in Table 1. Grouping of the items was confirmed by factor analysis (Kaiser rule,
parallel analysis, optimal coordinates and acceleration factor) within that study using student
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TABLE 1. Laboratory learning objectives measurement items with associated taxonomy descriptor & level.

Domain Item LLOM Objectivea
Laboratory Objective

Descriptorb
Taxonomy
Descriptor

Taxonomy
Level

Cognitive C1 Understand the operation of equipment/
software used within the laboratory

Instrumentation Understanding 5

Cognitive C2 Design experiments/models (physical or
simulation) to verify course concepts

Design + Model Creating 1

Cognitive C3 Use engineering tools (e.g. [name of
hardware/software used]) to solve
problems

Experiment Applying 4

Cognitive C4 Read and understand datasheets/circuit-
diagrams/ procedures/user-manuals/
help-menus

Experiment Remembering 6

Cognitive C5 Draw & interpret relevant charts, graphs,
tables & signals

Data Analysis Analysing 3

Cognitive C6 Recognise safety issues associated with
laboratory experimentation

Safety Evaluating 2

Cognitive C7 Analyse the results from an experiment Data Analysis Analysing 3
Cognitive C8 Write a conclusion summarising your

findings from an experiment
Data Analysis +
Communication

Understanding 5

Cognitive C9 Write a laboratory report/entry into a
logbook in a professional manner

Models + Experiment +
Communication +
Ethics

Understanding 5

Psychomotor P1 Correctly conduct an experiment on
[course equipment/ software name- e.g.
power systems]

Psychomotor + Sensory
Awareness

Embody 1

Psychomotor P2H Select and use appropriate instruments
for the input, output and measurement
of your circuit/system

Psychomotor +
Instrumentation

Perfect 3

Psychomotor P2S Select appropriate commands and
navigate interface to simulate/program
a model

Psychomotor +
Instrumentation

Perfect 3

Psychomotor P3 Plan and execute experimental work
related to this course

Psychomotor +
Experiment

Embody 1

Psychomotor P4 Construct/code a working circuit/
simulation/program

Psychomotor + Design Articulate 2

Psychomotor P5 Interpret sounds, temperature, smells and
visual cues and use tools to diagnose
faults/errors

Sensory Awareness +
Learn from failure

Articulate 2

Psychomotor P6H Operate instruments (e.g. [equipment
name]) required for experimentation

Psychomotor +
Instrumentation

Manipulate 4

Psychomotor P6S Operate software packages (e.g. [software
name]) required for coding/simulation

Psychomotor +
Instrument

Manipulate 4

Psychomotor P7 Take the reading of the output from
circuits/ instruments/sensors

Psychomotor +
Instrument

Imitate 5

Affective A1 Work in a team to conduct experiments,
diagnose problems and analyse results

Teamwork + Experiment Characterising 1

Affective A2 Communicate laboratory setup, fault
diagnosis, readings and findings with
others

Teamwork +
Communication

Responding 4

Affective A3 Work independently to conduct
experiments, diagnose problems and
analyse results

Creativity + Experiment Receiving/
Attending

5

Affective A4 Consider ethical issues in laboratory
experimentation and communication of
discoveries

Ethics + Communication Organising 2

Affective A5 Creatively use software/hardware to
design or modify an experiment to
solve a problem

Creativity + Design Valuing 3

Affective A6 Learn from failure (when experiment/
simulation/code fails or results are
unexpected)

Learn from failure +
Experiment

Characterising 1

(Continued )
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data. The groupings show that the cognitive domain has two distinct subgroups, items C1–C7 with
an analytical focus, and C8 – C9 with a writing focus.

Note that the psychomotor domain has two objectives, P2 and P6, with a software (S) and hard-
ware (H) version to cater to software or hardware focussed courses/disciplines. Most disciplines are
expected to engage with at least some form of software, such as simulation or CAD.

Table 1, the column Laboratory Objective Descriptor, shows that some learning objective items
from Feisel and Rosa (Feisel and Rosa 2005) overlap domains. This supports the overlapping structure
shown in Figure 1 and discussed previously.

At first glance, some of the connections between objectives and domain may seem out of place,
and this can usually be overcome by exploring the taxonomy verbs. Some common misconceptions
come from items such as P5, related to fault finding. Many academics consider fault-finding a domi-
nant cognitive process. However, studies such as Nikolic, Vial, et al. (2015) showcase how teaching
assistants with the required cognitive knowledge fail miserably when they don’t know how to phys-
ically use and manipulate the tools necessary to facilitate the fault-finding process. As shown in
Figure 1, domain crossover occurs and is natural.

Most misconceptions occur across the affective domain, so we paid more attention to them. The
following provides examples of how the objectives sit within the terminology of the affective
domain. Teamwork (A1) can be considered as characterisation. By working in a group, learners
must balance their own values with the team’s values to complete the laboratory activities, prioritise
tasks, and practice teamwork (U. O. Waterloo 2022). Communication (A2) can be considered as
responding in which students speak and actively respond to others, and in this case, the communi-
cation is set on topics related to the laboratory. Independent work (A3) can be considered as receiv-
ing/attending as it demonstrates that through engaging in laboratory activities, the student gives
attention by choice and is open to the experience. Ethical issues (A4) can be considered as organising
because it requires the student to compare value systems and understand the evidence behind
values. Creativity (A5) can be considered as valuing because the effort required to be creative
demonstrates the students’ motivation to invest. Learning from failure (A6) can also be regarded
as characterising because it reflects the code of personal behaviour, e.g. will the student give up,
become disruptive, seek spoon-feeding from the demonstrator or appreciate the value in the experi-
ence? Motivation (A7) can also be considered as valuing; it aims to demonstrate the student’s motiv-
ation to invest in the experience.

3. Research implementation

A multi-institution and multi-disciplinary research team was assembled to investigate the research
question. Members of the team reached out in 2021 to their university, research and professional
contacts to answer an online survey using Qualtrics that required participants to rank in order of
importance (1 = highest ranked) the multi-domain objectives as listed in the Laboratory Learning
Objectives Measurement (LLOM) instrument as outlined in Nikolic, Suesse, et al. (2021). This was
completed with UOW ethics approval number 2021/252. The survey was conducted anonymously.
Before commencing the survey, interested parties were given full details on the research study,
with participants providing informed consent to proceed. Approximately 3000 academics from all

TABLE 1. Continued.

Domain Item LLOM Objectivea
Laboratory Objective

Descriptorb
Taxonomy
Descriptor

Taxonomy
Level

Affective A7 Motivate yourself to complete
experiments and learn from the
laboratory activities

Learn from failure +
Experiment

Valuing 3

aTerms in italics are place keepers. The term is to be substituted for one relevant to the experiment.
bTerms in italics are learning objectives classified in another domain. This demonstrates the overlap across domains.
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continents were invited to participate, with 219 survey commencements and 160 completions.
Response distribution was 113 from Australasia, 25 from Europe, 12 from Asia, 9 from North
America and 1 from South America. While Australasian responses dominate, an earlier study
(Nikolic et al. 2022a) found that across the board, statistical differences and rankings were
minimal across the cognitive and psychomotor domains but evident across the affective domain.

Discipline response distribution was 2 Aeronautical, 7 Biomedical, 17 Chemical, 14 Civil, 17 Com-
puter, 22 Electrical, 19 Electronics, 2 Industrial/Process, 10 Materials, 21 Mechanical, 8 Mechatronics, 1
Mining, 4 Other, 10 Software and 6 Telecommunications. For analysis, disciplines with at least 10
responses were analysed separately.

In terms of laboratory teaching experience, 23% of respondents had less than five years of teach-
ing experience, 20% had between 5- and 10-years of experience, and 57% had 10 or more years of
experience. Only 3% of respondents were female. With a 97% male response rate, this imbalance
reflects the ratios found in the engineering departments of many Western universities, especially
in Australasia.

Participants were required to rank the objectives from most important (ranking = 1) to least
important (ranking 6 or 7, depending on the domain). Once this was completed, participants
were required to rank a list that comprised the highest and lowest objective from each domain.

A fixed initial ranking was used to determine if any rankings remained unchanged, based on the
order listed in Table 1. None of the rankings were left in the default state for the responses analysed.

This work is not without its limitations. This research is based on a self-selection process and may
represent the ideas of academics more engaged and influenced by engineering education research.
While instructions were provided on how to interpret the LLOM template, there is no guarantee that
all items and the application of the template was understood, and they could pick out the key terms
from the context. While approximately 3000 academics were invited, only a small number completed
the survey in full. Such a small response rate, based on previous experience, is quite common. This is
especially due to the high cognitive load on participants to consider the ranking order carefully,
especially at a time when academic staff across the world were enduring very high workload press-
ures related to COVID. While most responses were from Australasia, the earlier analysis in Nikolic
et al. (2022a) suggests that the impact is negligible. The rankings represent the opinions of aca-
demics and do not represent the perceptions of students and industry, which may have different
priorities. This will be explored in a follow-up study.

4. Results

The platform R (v4.05) was used for the statistical analysis with the results shown in Tables 2
(cognitive), 3 (psychomotor) and 4 (affective). The data was analysed collectively and across disci-
plines with at least 10 responses. Disciplines with less than 10 responses were aggregated to the
‘other’ group. Rankings were determined through the use of averages. The lower the number, the
more academics ranked the objective as being more important than objectives with a higher
average. In brackets, the 95% confidence interval (CI) is shown. When two confidence intervals do
not overlap, a statistically significant difference in mean values can be concluded. Such differences
to the collective are highlighted in green. For example, for C3, the collective has a confidence interval
(3.69, 4.43), and software engineering has a confidence interval (1.24, 2.96). As the intervals do not
overlap (1.24 and 2.96 are both smaller than 3.69 and 4.43), and the lower endpoint, 3.69 is larger
than the higher endpoint of the other (which is 2.96), a statistically significant difference in mean
values can be concluded.

The value in the last column shows the p-value of the non-parametric equivalent test of ANOVA,
the Kruskal–Wallis test, to account for non-Gaussian distributed data, which is also best suited to the
small sample size. The p-value is used to test for mean differences across groups; this examines
whether, for a particular objective (e.g. C1), the mean responses are different across the disciplines,
i.e. if a p-value is <5%, then responses differ across disciplines for that question, otherwise not.
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A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was applied to determine if there is a statistical
difference in means across majors for any particular objective. The MANOVA p-value for Table 2 is
0.049, Table 3 <0.001, Table 4 0.030 and Table 5 0.060.

Since there are no classic non-parametric alternatives to the MANOVA test (Kuskal-Wallis is the
non-parametric alternative to ANOVA), a non-parametric Bootstrapping was applied to the
MANOVA statistic (using the R package MANOVA.RM Friedrich, Konietschke, and Pauly 2019), obtain-
ing valid p-values even if the data is not normally distributed. The obtained non-parametric MANOVA
p-values are 0.013 (Table 2), < 0.001 (Table 3), 0.077 (Table 4), and 0.084 (Table 5). This indicates that
overall, the mean responses differ across disciplines for some objectives for Tables 2 and 3.

Each table also provides a visual representation of the objectives in ranking order. Visual rep-
resentations can help develop a better understanding of data. Colour coding is used to show

TABLE 2. Learning objectives cognitive domain (averages with 95% confidence interval) and ranking order.

TABLE 3. Learning objectives psychomotor domain (averages with 95% confidence interval) and ranking order.
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how the collective ranking differs across the disciplines. For example, in Table 2, C1 is light blue. The
different ranking of C1 for each discipline can be easily observed in the table by following the colour
trend.

Table 5 shows the averages from ranking the highest and lowest objectives from each domain.
This aimed to explore the ranking of the three domains themselves.

TABLE 4. Learning objectives affective domain (averages with 95% confidence interval) and ranking order.

TABLE 5. Learning objectives all domains highest and lowest importance (averages with 95% confidence interval) and ranking
order.

TABLE 6. Comparison between laboratory objective ranking for the collective group and blooms taxonomy (BT) order ranking.
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Table 6 compares the laboratory objective ranking for the collective group and the taxonomy
order ranking. The learning objectives in ranking order for the collective group have been displayed
based on the taxonomy level they represent. For example, C1 represents Bloom’s Taxonomies cog-
nitive domain level 5, as indicated in Table 1. As the higher order skills require the mastery of the
lower ranking items, it is assumed that the learning objectives linked to higher order skills should
receive a higher ranking. That is, some correlation between the taxonomy level and the importance
of the learning objective is expected.

The results of the research questions are outlined in the upcoming discussion section.

5. Discussion

Each domain is discussed separately below.

5.1. Cognitive domain

As seen in Table 2, collectively, the averages range from 3.11 to 7.29 in an order frommost important
to least of C1, C2, C7, C3, C5, C4, C6, C8, C9. There is little variation across the disciplines when looking
at average values, with only a few objectives being statistically different, as discussed below.

Collectively, themost important cognitive ranked items were C1, C2 and C7, reflecting under-
standing, design/modelling and analysis, respectively. However, materials engineering and the elec-
trical-related disciplines (computer, electrical, electronics, and software) show a higher value towards
C3 (using engineering tools to solve problems) than analysis (C7). C3 ranked fourth in the collective.
For electronics and software engineering, the average for C3 is statistically different compared to the
collective. The four highly ranked objectives are not surprising, as they represent what is typically
seen in engineering education literature. This is because laboratory innovation and laboratory com-
parison research are centred on observations and assessments that try and measure these cognitive
objectives (Nikolic, Ros, et al. 2021). Example studies include using pre/post-tests and/or exam data
(Gamo 2019; Kollöffel and de Jong 2013; Shyr 2010).

For some time, it has been claimed that a fundamental purpose of laboratory work has been
for students to understand the relationship between theories and models, and objects and events, to
develop holistic, conceptual knowledge (Bernhard 2010). Students develop understanding by learn-
ing something practising engineers are assumed to already know (Feisel and Rosa 2005). Therefore,
it is not surprising to find that C1 and C2 are closely connected across most of the disciplines.
Interestingly, through C7, some high-level quantification of C1 and C2 can occur via analysis.
Learning to use engineering tools (C3) is also important because it’s through the use of tools
that we learn to work more efficiently (e.g. calculation speed), accurately (e.g. finer measure-
ments) and make further advancements (e.g. AI opens new opportunities). The academic commu-
nity’s challenge is understanding how the tools constrain and enable what is learned (Bernhard
2018).

The least important cognitive ranked items were C6 (safety), C8 (summarising), and C9
(logbook/report writing) for the collective. Objective C9 is last or second last for every discipline
apart from material engineering (statistically different). The low ranking contrasts with laboratory
practices where reports and logbook-related assessments dominate (Nikolic, Ros, et al. 2021). This
dominance can be connected to C1, the highest-ranking objective because it provides a platform
for students to communicate and demonstrate their understanding (Masoud 2017). Academics
and students believe that improvements in technical writing are needed, and lab reports can
play a role in achieving that (St Clair, Kim, and Riley 2021; Wright, Slaboch, and Jamshidi 2022).
Then the question needs to be asked, why is the ranking so low? It could be that report
writing is associated with a lower-order skill in Bloom’s Taxonomy, opening an area for further
investigation. As reported in Nikolic et al. (2023), the writing capabilities of artificial intelligence
(AI) will influence changes. AI may be used to support students in producing laboratory reports
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of higher quality, or assessment integrity risks may see lab reports transition to other assessment
types. Assessment integrity risks may cement laboratory reports as a low-ranking objective. Time
will tell.

While C6 (safety) is not statistically different across most disciplines by average value (it is for
software engineering), it is valued more importantly in civil and materials in ranking order. This
could be because of explicit engagement; for example, materials engineering students may be
more exposed to Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and civil engineers to more dangerous
working environments. It could have also been expected to be higher in chemical engineering
or civil-related industries such as mining which are associated with higher fatalities (Gutiérrez
Ortiz, Fitzpatrick, and Byrne 2021). Arguably, all types of engineers could potentially work in
high-risk sites or be exposed to risk at low-risk sites (Trevelyan 2021). Many major engineering
companies, such as BHP (BHP 2023) and Rio Tinto (RioTinto 2022), front-load every major report
with a safety analysis, one of the most important metrics within the reporting period. With such
considerations, would the learning-by-doing environment of the laboratory be better suited to
giving safety greater attention? Adding weight to such a proposal is that the accident rate in
academic laboratories is about 10–50 times higher than in industrial laboratories (Wahab
et al. 2021). This is correlated to an absence of hazard identification or risk analysis (Wahab
et al. 2021). This suggests that the academic community could overlook the importance of
safety, and greater emphasis is needed. C6 is ranked last and statistically different for software
engineering. A possibility for this is that computer laboratories involve minimal physical equip-
ment/instrumentation. This supports the notion that discipline-specific environments influence
ranking order.

Analysing the cognitive data for the collective group from Table 6, the ranking order somewhat
follows the taxonomy order of lower to higher order learning. As less formal alternatives to the hier-
archy structure have been suggested (Atkinson 2013), this slight deviation to an exact order can be
expected. While ‘understanding’ (C1) is a lower-order skill set, the importance of understanding in
terms of scaffolding provides a good reason for its high importance. Beyond that, creating and eval-
uating dominate the first half of the list, with the lower-order skills concentrating in the second half.
This alignment with the taxonomy provides some support to the value of the ranking order. More-
over, this also suggests that the academic engineering education community is thinking about lab-
oratory objectives in a learning-beneficial scaffolded order.

The first study (Nikolic et al. 2022a) found that across international borders, ranking order in the
cognitive domain was mainly consistent. The second study (Nikolic et al. 2022b) suggested that at a
local level, discipline differences could explain the variations. This study supports those assumptions
by highlighting how some discipline-specific factors can influence rankings. While an electrical (com-
puter, electrical, electronics, and software) vs. non-electrical discipline grouping of differences in
ranking order can be seen, the variations are minimal, and therefore we can conclude that the col-
lective group provides a cognitive ranking order that represents most of engineering and is some-
what correctly scaffolded.

5.2. Psychomotor domain

As seen in Table 3, collectively, the averages range from 2.46 to 6.86 in order from most important to
least of P1, P3, P2H, P6H, P4, P2S, P6S, P7, and P5. Compared to the cognitive domain, there is slightly
more variation across the disciplines when looking at average values. This is not surprising, as
different disciplines operate in different ways. For example, the scope of psychomotor activity for
software engineers is limited, and this is reflected with the most different ranking order. As per
the cognitive domain, similarities across disciplines were closest in an electrical vs. non-electrical
related grouping.

Collectively, the psychomotor objectives ranked highest were P1, P3 and P2H, reflecting suc-
cessful experimentation, planning & execution, and instrument use, respectively. This order mostly held
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intact across all disciplines (apart from software, due to a possible lower requirement to engage with
instrumentation). Electrical-related disciplines showed a higher level of importance to P4 (construct-
ing/coding) than the other disciplines. We hypothesise that this is due to the difference in exper-
imentation practices.

Unsurprisingly, successful experimentation was ranked highest for most disciplines because
achievement generally correlates with students obtaining the correct answer/output (Wolf 2010).
Gaining the correct answer/output demonstrates that the student could embody the experimental
skills required for success. This is also connected to planning and execution, as planning is linked to
quality outcomes (Jiménez et al. 2015). The two objectives have a strong interconnection, hence why
P1 and P3 dominated the top rankings. Apart from software engineering, the process of selecting,
engaging and using a variety of instruments is fundamental to carrying out an experiment (Feisel
and Rosa 2005), hence why P2H may also be highly ranked.

The lowest ranked items were P6S (which correlated against the less software-based disciplines),
P7 (taking readings), and P5 (multi-sensory awareness to diagnose faults). The low ranking of P5 is
interesting because when ‘fault finding’ is overlooked, it can play a major factor in reducing student
satisfaction/experience, stifle student progress and is, therefore, a very important skill to scaffold
(Nikolic 2015 Nikolic, Ritz, et al. 2015). While fault-finding is also a cognitive skill, evidence collected
in (Nikolic, Vial, et al. 2015) highlights that cognitive ability is substantially of little value if the user
does not know how to physically operate and manipulate the tools necessary for fault-finding in the
laboratory. The study showed how Ph.D. students with the proper cognitive knowledge could be
easily stumped in solving basic faults if they did not have the right psychomotor skills. Additionally,
based on the first author’s industry experience, fault-finding is one of the key tasks undertaken in
practice. Beyond being to operate the necessary fault-finding tools, the ability to move around
and follow a scent or sound that seems not quite right; to use senses to observe a change of temp-
erature; to understand how to move, shake or reposition things; or see warning errors and know how
to respond by pushing, turning or pulling the right buttons/switches/levers is essential. Based on
(Nikolic 2015 Nikolic, Ritz, et al. 2015; Nikolic, Vial, et al. 2015), it may be suitable to seek community
reflection if P5 deserves higher importance. It will be of great interest to see if those working in
industry agree. Therefore, a supplementary industry-based survey will be established as future
work. P7 (taking readings) is associated with the lower-order skill of imitation in the psychomotor
domain. Higher-order skills build upon and synthesise such a skill. Hence it is not surprising that
it has a lower rank.

Analysing the psychomotor data for the collective group from Table 6, apart from P5, the ranking
order generally follows the taxonomy order. This suggests that the academic engineering education
community thinks about laboratory objectives in a learning-beneficial scaffolded order. Falling under
the ‘articulate’ skill with the second highest importance in the taxonomy hierarchy, P5 may not be
best suited to being last on the list. This supports the discussion above and suggests that academics
may unconsciously downplay the importance of the psychomotor component of fault-finding. Only
the mechanical discipline recognises P5 as a mid-ranked objective.

The first study (Nikolic et al. 2022a) found that across international borders, ranking order in the
psychomotor domain was in complete alignment. The second study (Nikolic et al. 2022b) suggested
that at a local level, discipline differences could explain the variations. This study supports those
assumptions by highlighting how some discipline-specific factors can influence rankings. Some
items, such as P6H/P6S and P4, had some clear variations based on discipline. This is not unexpected
as the different disciplines engage with different equipment and activities. While software engineer-
ing may be the exception, the discipline variations are mostly minimal. The objectives somewhat
follow Bloom’s Taxonomy scaffolding. Therefore, we can conclude that the collective group provides
a psychomotor ranking order that represents most of engineering and is somewhat correctly
scaffolded.
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5.3. Affective domain

As seen in Table 4, collectively, the averages range from 2.49 to 5.50 in an order frommost important
to least of A1, A2, A3, A6, A5, A7, A4. There is little variation across the disciplines when looking at
average values, apart from A7.

Collectively, the most important affective ranked items were A1, A2 and A3, reflecting team-
work, communication and independence. Every discipline apart from computer engineering had
teamwork (A1) rated highest (this difference was statistically different) and communication (A2)
ranked second or third. This is not surprising as the two items are interconnected (good communi-
cation is required for successful teamwork), and it corresponds to the growing calls for students to be
able to collaborate with others, a primary function of the practising engineer (Almeida, Becker, and
Villanueva 2021; Avila, Van Petegem, and Libotton 2021; Trevelyan 2014). In industry, working with
others is a dominant activity (Shyr 2010). Students also recognise that teamwork and communication
are priority generic competencies for their professional careers (Girotto and Oliveira 2022). Success-
fully implementing teamwork in a laboratory is not without its challenges. Students must be guided
to overcome team conflicts, poor communication skills, free riders and personal differences (Vasquez
et al. 2020).

The third highest ranked item, independence (A3), is somewhat opposite to objectives A1 and A2.
Independence is also important because students must develop the capability of directing their
learning (Wagener 2006). Therefore, a mix of individual and team-based experimentation can be
beneficial.

The least important items concentrated mainly around A4 (ethics) and A7 (motivation). The low
ethics ranking corresponds with growing calls to increase or reposition ethics teaching in engineer-
ing (Gwynne-Evans, Chetty, and Junaid 2021; Stransky et al. 2021; Valentine et al. 2020). This includes
identifying and engaging with different elements of ethics across the curriculum within an engineer-
ing programme (Gwynne-Evans, Chetty, and Junaid 2021). For example, this could include greater
awareness of ethics related to safety (Stransky et al. 2021), which would be well-suited to laboratory
environments. This low ranking of ethics corresponds with the low ranking given to C6 (safety) in the
cognitive domain. The first author’s experience when discussing laboratory ethics with colleagues is
that many overlook how ethics can be applied, such as correct data recording even when results are
not as expected. In fact, from the author’s experience, it generally takes an in-depth discussion with
coordinators to raise awareness of the ethical factors overlooked. Moreover, some assessment
rubrics can punish ethical measurement recordings and encourage unethical practices. This includes
writing the correct answer when the readings measured by instrumentation are different in order to
gain the required marks. If one can do that in the laboratory, can one do that to pass a quality test on
the factory floor? E.g. to obtain a performance bonus.

The low ranking for motivation is at odds with how motivation is prioritised in much laboratory
engineering education research. One of the primary drivers and research outcomes stated in papers
is determining if educational innovation improves motivation, such as in (Ekin et al. 2021; Nedic,
Nafalski, and Machotka 2010; Vojinovic et al. 2020). Motivation is important in helping one
achieve and succeed due to the relationship between metacognition and the ability to self-regulate
learning (Maslow 1943; Zimmerman and Moylan 2009).

Learning from failure (A6) was only highly ranked for computer engineering (statistically different
from the collective). This reiterates the similar message discussed in the psychomotor domain
related to fault-finding. It can also be related to motivation. Entrepreneurs, in particular, talk
about the importance of failing repeatedly and learning from each failure. If not encouraged, it
can impact student satisfaction and experience (Nikolic, Ritz, et al. 2015). This can be linked to resi-
lience, an important skill to develop (Trevelyan 2014), especially in a COVID world of delivery chal-
lenges. It would be of interest to conduct a future study to explore why computer engineers rated
this objective differently.
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Analysing the affective data for the collective group from Table 6, the ranking order contrasts the
other two domains with the order of importance somewhat in reverse to the expected taxonomy
order. The first study (Nikolic et al. 2022a) found that across international borders, ranking order
in the affective domain was not in alignment. The second study (Nikolic et al. 2022b) suggested
that it is mostly aligned at a local level. This study suggests that the rankings are generally in align-
ment across disciplines, but some noticeable disciplinary differences are noted. Together the three
studies suggest that a blend of local and discipline-based viewpoints might influence ranking in the
affective domain the most. This highlights an exciting area for further research. Due to the local
alignment, is it possible that accreditation or cultural values are a major influencer? Such a theory
supports the different perspectives on the affective domain with academics and reviewers from
other parts of the world the authors have come across.

With the scaffolding mismatch with Bloom’s Taxonomy, is it that engineers are so focused on
the technical, that they do not give enough thought to the items in the affective domain? Or is it
that they consider affective items more suitable for learning opportunities outside the laboratory?
The data suggests that the scaffolding is well understood for the cognitive and psychomotor
domains. Furthermore, affective skills can help develop emotional intelligence, a new skill in
demand as it is recognised by many as fundamental for leadership and successful careers
(Cerri 2016; Stein 2017; Parrish 2015). All these questions highlight that this is an area for
further exploration.

5.4. All domains

Table 5 provides an elementary analysis that determines the priority of domains within the objec-
tives. Participants needed to rank the highest and lowest objectives from the individual rankings.
While this approach does have its limitations, it was a simple exercise to avoid survey fatigue, as par-
ticipants had already completed three rankings. As expected, the three domains are intertwined; that
is, there was no case where a domain’s highest and lowest response was both more important than
any objective from another domain. If all domains are important, why is the concentration of labora-
tory assessment focussed on the cognitive? (Nikolic, Ros, et al. 2021)

For all disciplines apart frommaterials, computer, the aggregate ‘other’, and software engineering,
the ranking of domains in importancewas cognitive, psychomotor and affective (for both highest and
least important objectives). The dominance of the cognitive domain is not surprising, given its over-
whelming focus in laboratory-based engineering education literature (Nikolic, Ros, et al. 2021).
Materials, computer and other had a higher affective ranking than psychomotor for the higher
ranked objectives. Software engineering completely bucked the trend and produced a very
different order. The reasoning for these differences warrants further investigation in future studies.

On a collective basis, findings from this study conclude that academics believe that ‘understand-
ing the operation of equipment/software used within the laboratory’ is the most important laboratory
objective. The scaffolding value of this understanding presents an appreciation of its worth. On the
other end of the spectrum, it has been identified that the least important learning objective is ‘con-
sider ethical issues in laboratory experimentation and communication of discoveries’. With ethics
growing in importance (Gwynne-Evans, Chetty, and Junaid 2021), future research may investigate
if such academic opinion needs changing. This is especially the case if considering ethical practices
related to safety in the laboratory or industrial workplaces.

6. Future work

The analysis from this study has suggested that further work is required to determine if industry
opinion aligns with the academic views expressed in this survey. An investigation into student
alignment would also be of interest. The analysis also suggests that a future study should
explore the misalignment with the affective taxonomy. A reflection activity on some of the
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lower ranked items, such as safety, ethics and fault-finding, would be appropriate. It would also
be interesting to understand why motivation is ranked low when it is one of the important
metrics in many laboratory engineering education studies. Finally, as outlined in the introduction,
the rankings of the objectives will be triangulated against assessment practices to determine if
and how the most important laboratory objectives are indeed being assessed. Of particular inter-
est will be to explore why laboratory reports are a dominant assessment method when the
findings suggest that being able to produce laboratory reports is not an important learning
objective.

7. Conclusion

In terms of answering the overarching research question, this study has explored academic opinions
to determine the most important laboratory learning objectives across the cognitive, psychomotor
and affective domains, using the Laboratory Learning Objectives Measurement instrument (Nikolic,
Suesse, et al. 2021). The data from this study, together with the earlier analysis in (Nikolic et al. 2022a)
and (Nikolic et al. 2022b), suggests that the collective ranking order does represent a framework that
can be used broadly to represent academic opinion. The most important cognitive ranked items
were C1 (understanding), C2 (design/modelling) and C7 (analysis). The psychomotor objectives
ranked highest were P1 (successful experimentation), P3 (plan & execution) and P2H (instrument
use). The most important affective ranked items were A1 (teamwork), A2 (communication) and A3
(independence).

Answering this study’s research question, is the ranking of importance different across disciplines?
The data has suggested that discipline rankings should be used for greater accuracy. Location-based
rankings can also be considered for the affective domain.

This study provides the following benefits to the academic engineering education community:

. Academics can compare the laboratory learning outcomes for their courses, factoring in the
various learning objectives with consideration of importance.

. Researchers in laboratory-based studies can compare if the objectives they are trying to improve
correlate to the community’s interests.

. The academic community can reflect on the order of importance and determine if it is optimal. For
example, the results from the affective domain suggest that some of the less important items
need review. Just because we think it does not mean it is right and shouldn’t change. This
work is a starting point for such conversations.

. Researchers can scaffold this information to help build a holistic understanding of learning occur-
ring in the laboratory.

. Academics can explore if the assessments confirm competency across the important learning
objectives.

. Academics or researchers can duplicate this study locally to check for alignment, scaffolding the
evidence for or against those found in this study.

. Finally, while the ranking order has shown substantial alignment, academics can also reflect on
whether this outcome is desirable.
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